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Project #1: Animal Icon Set
Research
Start with Process Book and develop ideas. Always include the following:








Find examples of simple icons
Complete at least 6 thumbnail sketches of each icon for a total of 36 sketches
Refinement of icons
Multiple design studies using positive and negative space
3 Digital Drafts of each icon
Analysis and Refinements
Final

Save as a Portable Document File (PDF) and submit with final project.

Criteria
The project will be executed in Adobe Illustrator
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Create 6 icons which represent different animals
Use just one color
Each icon needs to use both negative and positive space effectively
Keep the designs simple, stylized and refine your sketches into a polished vector file
Each icon should be housed in a square, circle, or other shape with approximate proportions
Use good craftsmanship in the presentation of your work
The icons should be arranged on 8"x 10" document with trim marks added
Each final icon should be 2” x 2” with .25” space between each
The document should printed on 8.5"x 11 paper and trimmed to 8” x 10”
The page should be mounted centered on a 10” x 12” black board
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Critique
Produce and submit three rough ideas for the critique discussion.

Final
Add a flap to the black board. You must have at least three drafts included with your final project.
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Mythical Icons
Research:
I began my research based on the broad category of mythical and fantasy creatures and created a
simple list of possible subjects:





Unicorn
Cyclops
Centaur
Pegasus






Dragon
Hydra
Phoenix
Loch Ness Monster




Griffin
Minotaur

The Cyclops and centaur seemed too human and not enough animal, so they were removed from
further investigation. I then found classic images of the remaining selections that depicted typical
characteristics of each creature.
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Thumbnails:
Each thumbnail sketch needed to be comprised of the most recognizable characteristics of each animal;
so, I listed each feature that would allow the creature in question to be instantly identifiable.
Unicorn: Horse with horn

Phoenix: Bird on fire

Dragon: Lizard with wings

Loch Ness Monster: Sea-serpent

Pegasus: Horse with wings

Griffin: Head of an eagle, body of a lion, wings

Hydra: Multi-headed lizard

Minotaur: Humanoid with head of a bull

Once again, I decided to eliminate the creature that seemed a little too human-like: the Minotaur. I still
had more than the 6 required animals but I wanted to sketch each of the remaining 7 creatures to get an
idea of which 6 would lend themselves best to my final icon sets.
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Next, I sketched each creature with the intent of simplifying the designs into logo-like compositions.
Some symbols resembled the earlier sketches and some were new variations.
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Roughs:
Before creating digital rough drafts, I dropped one last subject: the griffin. Then I took each of my
remaining creatures and picked two or three to digitize. On my last set, I chose to depict both a dark
version and a light version.
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Since the final would be complied in two inch squares, I designed the template and utilized it for each
draft by adding one version of each animal to each grid.
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Analysis:
As the final piece was to be comprised of one version of each creature, not only would the best design
of each be chosen but each icon would need to contribute to the overall gestalt of the composition. To
that end I started by choosing my favorite symbols and arranged them accordingly.

In the first set, the symbol was not obvious enough to represent the Pegasus and in the second set the
mix between dark and light icons was unbalanced. The third set attempted to utilize all dark, bold
symbols but lacked variety and the fourth set included images that didn’t live up to the professionalism
of their counterparts.
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Finally, I settled on lighter icons that would complement each
other in the completed project. By rearranging the phoenix and
hydra’s positions, a unity was developed between the center
images within the grid. Similarly, by reflecting the dragon,
Pegasus, hydra and Loch Ness icons, harmony was created and
the composition created movement between each animal.
Lastly, the hydra was lightened from its original dark icon.

Final:
To complete my project, I printed my final composition on
8.5”x11” glossy premium inkjet photo paper and then trimmed it
down to 8”x10” with an X-acto knife. I cut a 10”x12” piece of
black presentation board with a utility knife and fastened the
photo paper to the presentation board with rubber cement.
Once dry, I cleaned the edges of the piece with a
rubber cement eraser. A flap of tracing paper was
attached behind the board with a half inch, tapered
overlap along the top edge of the project to protect
and display the final work.
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